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Abstract: The aim of this research is to explore the analysis of methods allowing a synergetic use of
information exchange between Earth Observation (EO) data and growth models in order to provide
high spatial and temporal resolution actual evapotranspiration predictions. An assimilation method
based on the Ensemble Kalman Filter algorithm allows for combining Sentinel-2 data with a new
version of Simple Algorithm For Yield (SAFY_swb) that considers the effect of the water balance
on yield and estimates the daily trend of evapotranspiration (ET). Our study is relevant in the
context of demonstrating the effectiveness and necessity of satellite missions such as Land Surface
Temperature Monitoring (LSTM), to provide high spatial and temporal resolution data for agriculture.
The proposed method addresses the problem both from a spatial point of view, providing maps of
the areas of interest of the main biophysical quantities of vegetation (LAI, biomass, yield and actual
Evapotranspiration), and from a temporal point of view, providing a simulation on a daily basis of
the aforementioned variables. The assimilation efficiency was initially evaluated with a synthetic,
large and heterogeneous dataset, reaching values of 70% even for high measurement errors of the
assimilated variable. Subsequently, the method was tested in a case study in central Italy, allowing
estimates of the daily Actual Evapotranspiration with a relative RMSE of 18%. The novelty of this
research is in proposing a solution that partially solves the main problems related to the synergistic
use of EO data with crop growth models, such as the difficult calibration of initial parameters, the
lack of frequent high-resolution data or the high computational cost of data assimilation methods.
It opens the way to future developments, such as the use of simultaneous assimilation of multiple
variables, to deeper investigations using more specific datasets and exploiting the advanced tools.

Keywords: ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF); Sentinel-2; simple algorithm for yield (SAFY); land
surface temperature monitoring (LSTM); data assimilation (DA); leaf area index (LAI)

1. Introduction

It is increasingly necessary to develop new methods that allow, in a simple and
non-invasive way, the monitoring of large agricultural areas at sufficiently high spatial
resolution to improve crop management at field scale, over the full crop cycle and even with
a daily frequency of crop growth status observation, e.g., for irrigation management [1]. In
order to improve production efficiency by developing data-driven management practices
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in agricultural areas, it is necessary to approach the problem from two different points of
view—one that considers as much as possible the variation in space of the main biophys-
ical characteristics of the crop and the soil, and another one that considers the temporal
patterns at frequent intervals, i.e., to satisfy the necessity to frequently monitor over time
these characteristics.

It is widely demonstrated in literature that the first objective can be achieved through
the use of high resolution Earth Observation (EO) data, e.g., refs. [2–5], which, thanks to the
use of increasingly advanced and accessible satellites, allow monitoring over large areas
at increasingly higher spatial resolutions and ever smaller time intervals. An example of
this kind of satellites are the constellations of satellites made available by the Copernicus
programme [6].

Temporal monitoring on a daily scale, not yet possible at reasonably affordable costs
through EO data with high spatial resolution, can instead be obtained by using crop growth
models, as proven by the vast literature available on this subject, e.g., refs. [7–10]. The
use of crop growth models also allows the estimation of variables that are not directly
observable through sensors, thus offering a more complete and efficient monitoring of
crops. The two tools are increasingly used in combination through data assimilation (DA)
methods [2,11–15], of which particularly the authors in [2] provide an excellent overview of
the methodologies developed so far. This review analysed over 40 studies carried out in the
last 15 years, verifying a preference in the use of variational approaches. It also highlighted
the fundamental points that characterize the good application of EO data assimilation
methods into crop growth models, including the importance of correctly calibrating the
model parameters, the need to estimate crop variables to be assimilated (using EO data)
with high accuracy, high spatial resolution and high temporal frequency. Furthermore, this
review identified some critical issues, such as the lack of correlation of observations from
different sensors and accurate estimations of parameter uncertainty. The analysis of [2]
concludes by stating that the use of crop models and EO data through data assimilation
methodologies are the basis of future crop monitoring systems because they are able to
reciprocally remedy the corresponding limitations of each.

The literature is full of examples that deal with combining crop growth models with
EO data through assimilation techniques, in particular aimed at estimating crop yield. A
difficulty highlighted in several studies (e.g., refs. [13,14,16–19]) is the possibility to obtain
spatialized in situ measurements and simultaneously high-resolution data, essential for
proper validation at field scale.

Awad et al. [19], for example, solved the problem of insufficient EO data with high
spatial and temporal resolution by combining the few available high resolution data with
lower resolution images that have a considerably higher temporal resolution. The authors
assimilated crop variables (such as LAI, biomass and evaporative fraction) estimated by EO
data in a mathematical model developed especially for that study based on the equation of
Monteith [20].

Kang et al. [14] proposed a two spatial scale level approach—a first level at county
scale, in which a Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm is used to recalibrate uncertain and
sensitive model parameters. In addition, there is a second level at the field scale, in which
the information retrieved from the first level is used to set the model in which the LAI
retrieved from Landsat-8 data is assimilated using an Ensemble Kalman filter DA method.

This study also highlighted the importance of using models that, besides allowing the
estimation of yield as a function of the LAI, also consider multiple aspects that influence
the development of crops. It focuses on the importance of knowing water consumption,
and in particular of quantifying the phenomena of soil evaporation and transpiration of
vegetation in agricultural areas. For this aim, the authors propose a modified version of
the Simple Algorithm For Yield (SAFY), a simple crop growth model developed by [21]
specifically for applications with EO data to which a soil water balance is added. This
allows for simulating variables that influence the crop growth both in a direct way (such as
LAI and biomass), and in a less direct way (such as the evapotranspiration).
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The importance of estimating evapotranspiration (ET) is confirmed by many studies,
such as [22–27] because its monitoring allows for implementing irrigation reducing water
waste, optimizing the yield and preventing the risks of droughts. In response to these
observational requirements, ESA, NASA and CNES/ISRO [28–30] plan the development
of missions that can estimate the Land Surface Temperature (LST) at high spatial resolution
and at high temporal frequency, through which it is possible to indirectly estimate the
ET [28].

Research has been conducted for evapotranspiration monitoring using EO data for
several decades, such as [31–34], increasing the accuracy of the estimates with the im-
provement of available technologies. For these methods, the temporal frequency of the
production of evapotranspiration maps is linked to the satellite revisit time. More and more
studies are proposing alternatives to support the use of EO data to obtain daily estimates
of actual ET [25].

Stancalie et al. [24], for example, proposed a method for the estimation of actual ET
maps using data acquired by NOAA–AVHRR and validating the results with the value of
ET estimated by models, noting the difficulty of obtaining real spatial data measured in situ.
Another study presented by [26] proposed the use of EO data acquired through Deimos-1
and Landsat-8 in synergy with a Penman–Monteith equation [35] based model, obtaining
encouraging results. The validation was carried out based on 18 sites for an analysis at
regional scale. The study concludes by encouraging the use of similar methodologies also
for higher spatial resolution, using modern sensors such as those aboard Sentinel-2.

A detailed review of the studies that are focused on estimating ET using EO data is
provided by [25]. The authors divided the studies carried out so far into four main method-
ologies: “(1) methods that involve the use of statistically-derived relationships between ET
and vegetation indices such as the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) or the
Fractional Vegetation Cover (FVC); (2) physical models that calculate ET as the residual
of Surface Energy Balance (SEB) through remotely sensed thermal infrared data; (3) other
physical models that involve the application of the combination of Penman–Monteith and
Priestley–Taylor types of equations and (4) data assimilation methods adjoined to the heat
diffusion equation (and through the radiometric surface temperature sequences).” [25].

The main purpose of our study is to improve daily crop evapotranspiration esti-
mates, by exploiting the assimilation of EO data into crop growth models. The proposed
methodology attempts to address the current limitations of the EO capacities.

The main difficulties that emerged from the literature in this area were:

• providing information on the growth state of crops with high spatial resolution and
high temporal frequency to encourage practical applications,

• the complex calibration of model parameters,
• the high computational cost of DA methodologies,
• the scarce availability of spatialized ground data and at the same time frequently

collected during the crop cycle.

This paper proposes a methodology that addresses these problems, offers a solution
to reduce the encountered limitations and sets the foundations for possible future develop-
ments. The model proposed here was designed to be easily adapted to the monitoring of
other biophysical quantities of crops, such as biomass or yield. Although it is mainly fo-
cused on ET estimation, preliminary results obtained from synthetic data are also presented
for the estimation of yield.

An assimilation method based on an updating algorithm was used [36] in combination
with a simple crop growth model that allowed the daily monitoring of the main biophysical
variables of vegetation: leaf area index, biomass, yield and actual evapotranspiration. The
crop growth model chosen for this work is a version of the Simple Algorithm For Yield [21]
to which a simple model for calculating the soil water balance has been added [14]. The
assimilation method Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) [37] was used in combination with
a modified version of the Simple Algorithm For Yield simple crop growth model that
allowed the daily monitoring of the main biophysical variables of vegetation: leaf area
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index, biomass, yield and actual evapotranspiration. The EO data used for the assimilation
were acquired by Sentinel-2.

The method developed in this work (which will hereinafter be referred to as EnKF-
SAFY_swb) was initially analysed through a set of synthetic data in order to evaluate its
assimilation efficiency, according to the methodology proposed by [38]. Subsequently, the
methodology was validated in a study area located in central Italy (Grosseto, Tuscany),
using daily actual evapotranspiration as reference variable.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. SAFY_swb and the Ensemble Kalman Filter Data Assimilation Method
2.1.1. SAFY_swb

Simple Algorithm For Yield (SAFY) [21] is a crop growth model mainly driven by the
photosynthetically active solar radiation absorbed by plants (APAR). It is an application of
the Monteith’s concept [20], which describes the daily growth of dry aboveground biomass
(DAM) as a function of the incoming global radiation (Rg) and Leaf Area Index (LAI).
Previous studies [13,14,39–41] have proved the efficiency of this model in estimating the
production of different crops, especially when implemented with estimated LAI measure-
ments obtained from EO data. This is due to the simplicity of the model, a feature that
makes it particularly suitable for use in synergy with EO data.

SAFY has been modified by [14]. The authors introduced a soil water balance to
simulate root water uptake and crop water stress dynamics. In that version, the soil
profile is represented as a five-layer soil, with a depth for each soil (from top to bottom)
respectively of: 10 cm, 25 cm, 50 cm, 100 cm and 150 cm. For each soil layer, the water
balance is calculated for each day of the crop cycle. In the SAFY version proposed by [14],
the daily growth of dry aboveground biomass is expressed as follows:

∆DAM(i) = Rg(i)·R2P·ε I(i− 1)·ELUE·FT ·WST(i) (1)

where Rg is the incoming global radiation, R2P is the incoming photosintetically active
radiation, εI is the light interception efficiency, ELUE (expressed in [g·MJ−1]) is the light
use efficiency, and FT is a temperature stress function [21]. WST(i) is a daily function
expressed as the ratio of actual and potential plant transpiration, which proportionally
affects (decreases) the daily biomass accumulation. WST represents the daily water stress
to which the crop is exposed, and it is a function of the water balance, in turn a function of
precipitation, runoff, drainage, and evapotranspiration. The changes made by [14] ensure
that the daily biomass increase (1) is strictly linked to two biophysical variables that can
be measured by EO data: LAI and ET (further details were provided by [14] and in the
Supplement Materials). In the present study, we used a version of SAFY based on the
Equation (1). Respecting the SAFY version proposed by [14], we changed some details to
calculate WST, in particular:

- to calculate soil water content, in addition to considering the effects due to precipita-
tion, evaporation and transpiration, we also considered the effects due to irrigation:

- to simplify the algorithm and avoid repeated calculations, we considered the potential
evapotranspiration (PET) proportional to reference evapotranspiration (ET0) through
an appropriate specific crop coefficient, as suggested by [42].

We calculated PET using the Penman–Monteith equation [42], instead of the Priestley–
Taylor equation used by [14].

We also considered the amount of water supplied by irrigation, adding daily irrigation
to the daily precipitation. The reference evapotranspiration (ET0) was calculated using ET0
Calculator, a software developed by FAO [43].

Hereafter, we will refer to the SAFY model used in this study (based on the version pro-
posed by Kang and modified as previously described) as SAFY_swb. Further information
on SAFY_swb is provided in the Supplementary Materials.
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2.1.2. Ensemble Kalman Filter Method Assimilation

The DA scheme used in this work for SAFY_swb, hereafter called EnKF-SAFY_swb, is
based on the method developed by [13]. The biophysical variable assimilated is the LAI. In
a first evaluation step, LAI was calculated from synthetic data to evaluate the assimilation
efficiency of the method (see Section 2.2). Subsequently, it was estimated from EO data
acquired by MSI (the multispectral instrument on board of Sentinel-2) and processed using
the SNAP module for LAI assessment [44] (more details in Section 2.3). Further information
about the Ensemble Kalman Filter method assimilation proposed in this study are provided
in the Supplementary Materials.

The number of elements for each ensemble was set to 200. As reported in literature [13,45],
100 elements are a good compromise between the minimization of the random component
typical of EnKF and the computational cost of the algorithm. The computational cost of the
algorithm was improved, and it was possible to double the number of ensembles to further
minimize the random component.

Two other important parameters of EnKF scheme are the error on the model simu-
lations (ε) and the error on the measurements τ [46], the first was adjusted as suggested
by [13], the second was calibrated according to the validation of the LAI estimates retrieved
from Sentinel-2 data using the SNAP S2Toolbox module made by [44].

2.2. Assimilation Efficiency Assessment

In order to evaluate the assimilation efficiency of EnKF-SAFY_swb, a procedure based
on synthetic data, proposed by [38], was applied. This allowed for rigorously quantifying
the advantage of LAI assimilation in SAFY_swb using the EnKF method, compared to the
simple use (called open loop) of the model.

Due to the computational limitations of the used computers, to limit the running time
of the algorithm we have divided the assimilation efficiency assessment into two phases.
In the first phase, which we refer to as “general case”, we generated a dataset, suitable to
highlight mainly the minimum number of observations to be assimilated and the limit error
of measurement of the LAI for which it is convenient to apply the EnKF DA method. In the
second phase, which we refer as “specific case”, the dataset was generated by setting the
number of observations to be assimilated and the error on the LAI. This made it possible to
generate a large database that simulated a wider spectrum of scenarios.

The idea of the synthetic data procedure is to simulate the crop cycle in many hy-
pothetic scenarios using SAFY_swb and assuming the combination of inputs and the
consequent outputs represent “true” values. We define as “true” input values the value
assigned to the input parameters in the initial scenarios. Consequently, we define as “true”
outputs the values of the biophysical variables obtained by running the model with “true”
inputs. The “true” outputs are the reference measurements used for validation. The model
is also run using a standard calibration, either using or not the assimilation of the “ob-
served” LAI. The latter is obtained using the “true” value plus an error. It simulates an
LAI measurement obtained by EO data, and the added error is the typical error on the
measurements. The results obtained using or not the assimilation are compared, in order
to obtain an index that quantifies the assimilation efficiency.

The procedure is composed of five phases (summarized in Figure 1). In phase 1, the
input dataset, composed of observed meteorological data, independent parameters, and
environmental-dependant parameters, is set. A more detailed description of the initial
scenarios is provided in the Supplementary Materials.

In phase 2 (upper part of Figure 1), the SAFY_swb model is run using the “true” inputs
and the meteorological data in order to obtain the “true” outputs, i.e., the values of LAI,
ET, biomass and yield used as reference for the validation.

In Phase 3, the algorithm generates the “synthetic” LAI values, a simulation of LAI
measurements estimated by EO data. They are generated adding an error to the “true” LAI.
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Figure 1. Scheme for the analysis of the assimilation efficiency of the EnKF-SAFY_swb method.
(1) Phase 1: Input setting. (2) Phase 2: “True” values evaluation. (3) Phase 3: “Synthetic” LAI values
elaboration. (4) Phase 4: Model running. (5) Phase 5: Calculation of AE indicators.

During phase 4, the SAFY_swb model was run twice for each field, with and without
assimilation, in order to obtain the biophysical variables for both cases and to compare
them with the “true” values. The independent parameters to run the model are initially
set in both cases using a generic calibration retrieved from the literature [13,21,47–50]. The
initial values of parameters are reported in Supplementary Materials.

In phase 5 the simulated values of biophysical variables, in the presence of assimilation,
and simulated values of biophysical variables without the assimilation are compared with
the “true” values following the method proposed by [38] for calculating the Assimilation
Efficiency Index (AE), as detailed here below.

First of all, the relative mean absolute errors (RMAE) were calculated, both for the
method with assimilation (RMAEWA) and for the method without assimilation (RMAENO),
as indicated in Equations (2) and (3), respectively:

RMAEWA =
1

N f

N f

∑
i=1

|VT −VSWA|
|VT |

(2)

RMAENO =
1

N f

N f

∑
i=1

|VT −VSNO|
|VT |

(3)

where:
N f : number of fields (i.e., number of hypothetic scenarios);
VT : “true” value of Reference Biophysical variable (e.g., yield);
VSWA: simulated value of Reference Biophysical variable calculated using the assimi-

lation method;
VSNO: simulated value of Reference Biophysical variable calculated running the crop

model without the assimilation method.
Subsequently, the AE was calculated following Equation (4):

AE = 100·(1− RMAEWA
RMAENO

) (4)

Equations (2)–(4) were proposed by [38].
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2.2.1. General Case

We have defined the General Case as the application of the methodology proposed
by [38] which aims to evaluate how the variation in the number of observations assimilated
and the measurement error of the variable to be assimilated (in this case the LAI) affect the
assimilation efficiency of EnKF-SAFY_swb.

The LAI to be assimilated (LAIM) is obtained by adding an error proportional to the
same value to the “true” value of LAI, as shown in Equation (5):

LAIM(d) = LAIT(d) ± εLAI ·LAIT(d) (5)

where:
d: day of assimilation;
LAIT : “true” value of LAI;
εLAI : coefficient of LAI error on the measurements;
εLAI considered in the general case are: 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3.
In this case, the number of assimilated observations was also varied. A set of 5, 10,

15 and 20 observations (and corresponding assimilations) were considered. In this way,
600 simulations were finally carried out. For the general case, the yield was used as a
reference variable to calculate RMAEWA, RMAENO and, consequently, the assimilation
efficiency index AE (Equations (2)–(4)).

2.2.2. Specific Case

The specific case was analysed to obtain the assimilation efficiency for conditions very
similar to the real case of study used to validate the EnKF-SAFY_swb method. The number
of assimilated observations is fixed to 6 because this is the minimum number of Sentinel-2
images available for the area of interest during the crop growth cycle. The error of LAI
measurement is fixed to 20%, as indicated in literature [44] for LAI derived from Sentinel-2
data using the SNAP software. Since the number of observations and the error on LAI
are fixed, the number of simulations is equal to the number of fields, so it was possible to
increase the number of fields in order to obtain a wider variety of potential scenarios. In
this case, the number of fields has been set to 1000 for each initial scenario, for a total of
5000 simulations.

2.3. Grosseto Case Study (Central Italy)

All data acquired in situ used for the validation of this study were collected during
the 2018 SurfSense campaign funded by ESA [51]. The field campaign was part of a
larger activity in the context of future EO programmes promoted by Copernicus, the
European Union’s Earth Observation Programme [6]. Specifically, the campaign described
by [51] aims to demonstrate the validity of the Copernicus Candidate mission High Spatio-
Temporal Resolution Land Surface Temperature Monitoring (LSTM). The LSTM mission
aims to address water, agriculture and food security issues by monitoring the variability
in LST (and hence evapotranspiration) at the European field scale enabling more robust
estimates of field-scale water productivity [51]. LST is closely linked to ET, the reference
variable chosen in this study to demonstrate the effectiveness of the EnKF-SAFY_swb
method. Although the field campaign was not specifically designed for the presented
study, the recorded data are very useful for the presented analysis.

2.3.1. Study Area and In Situ Data

The study area is in a farm (Le Rogaie) located in central Italy, in the province of
Grosseto, in the coastal zone of Southern Tuscany (Figure 2). It is characterized by a
Mediterranean climate, with very mild and wet winters and very hot summers. During
winter, minimum temperatures during the night under 0 ◦C are common as well as maxi-
mum temperatures over 30 ◦C during the days of summer. Detailed climatic data of 2018
are shown in Figure 3. Consorzio Lamma, Laboratory of Meteorology and Environmental
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Modelling have provided temperatures, precipitation and daily solar radiation data. The
meteorological station was located at 42.769 N and 11.016 E.

Figure 2. Study area: Le Rogaie, Grosseto, Tuscany (Italy). The base map used for the image on the left
was downloaded from the Google catalogue made available for the QGIS plugin QuickMapService.
The base map used for the image on the right is a true color composite based on HyPlant raw data
recorded on 20 July 2018 during SurfSense 2018 [51].

Since data of daily solar radiation were not available for some days, the RadEst
model [52] was applied to estimate the parameter for the missing days and fill the
gaps. The reference evapotranspiration has been calculated using the FAO software ET0
Calculator [43].

The study area was limited to 13 fields, with a total area of 105 ha, all cultivated with
maize in the period between April and September 2018. These fields were classified into 8
groups (from A to H) according to similar characteristics such as sowing date, management
of irrigation and average trend of the LAI (Figure 2). The fields belonging to the groups A
(in the northern part), B, C and D (in the southern part) were managed using fixed sprinkler
irrigation systems during the maize growth period. The fields belonging to the groups D,
E, F, G, H located within a circular area with a diameter of about one km were irrigated by
a rotating pivot system, which is normally operated 24 h a day in the period June–August.

Details of the soil properties, obtained from an intensive sampling campaign carried
out during summer 2018 in the study area are reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of soil property statistics of the study site (Grosseto, Central Italy).

Soil Property Min Max Mean St. Dev.

pH 7.1 8.2 7.5 0.2
Electrical Conductivity (mS cm−1) 158.0 2970.0 1472.5 548.5

Sand (%) 7.7 34.9 18.2 6.1
Silt (%) 38.7 67.3 55.0 6.2

Clay (%) 12.3 43.9 26.8 6.8
Carbonates (g kg−1) 73.0 148.0 122.8 11.3

Total nitrogen (g kg−1) 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.0
Organic carbon (g kg−1) 0.9 1.7 1.4 0.2

C/N 6.6 8.9 7.5 0.5

A full irrigation cycle is completed within four days. A malfunction of the system did
not allow proper irrigation between the 16th and 22nd of July.
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Figure 3. Climatic data for Grosseto2018. (a) temperature and daily solar radiation; (b) precipitation
and reference evapotranspiration. Data provided by Consorzio Lamma, Laboratory for Meteorology
and Environmental Modelling.

Turbulent flux data were acquired using an Eddy-covariance (EC) system installed
inside the pivot area (11.07073, 42.83203) in accordance to the EuroFlux methodology [53]
the EC system was operational between the 143rd and 241st day of the year 2018 (23 May–
29 August). The fluxes, including the latent heat flux data in W/m−2 used in this study,
were calculated on half hourly intervals using the ECpack software [54]. The duration of
the in situ measurement campaign coincides with the acquisition period of the EC system,
while the meteorological data were acquired between September 2017 and September 2018.

2.3.2. Airborne Measurements

The airborne data used in this study were gathered as part of the Surfsense2018 ESA
campaign and used to evaluate the ET [51]. The sensor used was the Thermal Airborne
Spectrographic Imager (TASI-600), a push broom hyperspectral thermal sensor system
specifically designed for airborne data acquisition. It is sensitive to wavelengths in the long
wave infrared (LWIR) and measures the intensity of emitted radiance from the imaged
target across 32 spectral bands in the range of 8 to 11.5 µm. The data were acquired on the
199th and 201st day of the year (18 and 20 July), between 12:00 p.m. and 4:00 p.m. (local
time), following the flight plan shown in Figure 4. The data acquired with the TASI were
used to estimate the Surface Temperature (Ts).

Simultaneously, optically reflective data were acquired using the HyPlant DUAL
airborne imaging spectrometer. HyPlant DUAL consists of two push-broom hyperspectral
line scanners, which provide contiguous spectral information from 370 nm to 2500 nm
with 3 nm spectral resolution in the VIS/NIR and 10 nm spectral resolution in the SWIR
spectral range.
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Figure 4. Airborne flight plan used to record airborne data with the TASI-600 and HyPlant DUAL
sensor. Airborne raw data were recorded during the 2018 Surfsense campaign [51]. The basemap
was elaborated from Sentinel-2A data acquired on 8 July 2018.

Both the data acquired with the TASI and HyPlant were processed during the Surf-
sense2018 campaign [51] to obtain the estimations of the instantaneous Latent Heat Flux
(LE). These estimations were carried out using the Simplified Surface Energy Balance Index
(S-SEBI) model described in [32,33].

All the details about the airborne acquired data and their processing to obtain the
instantaneous LE are explained in detail in [51]. Further details are also provided in
Supplementary Materials.

2.3.3. From Instantaneous LE to Daily Actual ET

In this study, we used two information sources for the ET estimation since the in situ
estimates allowed a good monitoring over time, but, in a limited number of points on the
ground, while the estimates made through airborne allowed a good spatial monitoring but
for only two dates. In order to compare the daily ET simulated by the EnKF-SAFY_swb
with the in situ and airborne estimates, it was necessary to convert the instantaneous LE
( W

m2 ) to daily actual Evapotranspiration (mm). For the EC data, the daily latent heat flux
(LEd) was calculated by simply integrating the half hourly latent heat flux (LEi) during the
period of daylight using as time interval dt = 30 min. For the estimates of LEi obtained
from the airborne data, it was necessary to use a model that related LEd to LEi.

With a view to developing a methodology that can be adapted in the future to the
use of daily land surface temperature data acquired via satellite (for example LSTM), it
was decided to use a single estimate of LEi to derive the daily ET. The methodology used
to obtain this conversion is the one proposed by [55,56]. Further details are provided in
Supplementary Materials.

2.3.4. Satellite Data

A set of nine Level 2 cloud free Sentinel 2 images covering the study area was selected
for the analysis. The level 2 images were processed with the SNAP module S2toolbox [44]
to estimate the LAI (Table 2).

The trend of average LAI for each group of fields (defined as described in Section 2.3.1)
and the corresponding standard deviation were calculated and are shown in Figure 5. For
each trend, the images were used for the assimilation, except the last image of the trend,
which was used to validate the simulations generated with the EnKF-SAFY_swb.
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Table 2. List of Sentinel-2 Level 2 images used for this study and their day of acquisition (column 2).
In the column called Validation, the images classified as “no” were used for the assimilation, while
the images classified with capital letters were used to validate the results of the group of fields
corresponding to the latter.

ID Day of Acquisition Validation

S2A_MSIL2A_20180419T101031 139 no
S2A_MSIL2A_20180618T101021 169 no
S2A_MSIL2A_20180708T101031 188 no
S2A_MSIL2A_20180718T101031 199 no
S2A_MSIL2A_20180807T101021 219 no
S2A_MSIL2A_20180817T101021 229 no
S2A_MSIL2A_20180827T101021 239 A-C-D
S2A_MSIL2A_20180906T101021 252 no
S2A_MSIL2A_20180926T101021 269 B-E-F-G-H

Figure 5. Average LAI Trend estimated from Sentinel-2 data. The error bars represent the standard
deviation for each group of fields.

The study area analysis was conducted for each group of fields, which are character-
ized by different LAI trends. Therefore, the number of observations monitoring the trend
of LAI varies for each group. It is composed of the number of assimilated images (specified
in Table 3), plus one image (the last available for each cultural cycle that characterizes
the group) used for validation. The number of images used in the proposed assimilation
method varies from a minimum of 6 to a maximum of 8, depending on the group of fields
under examination. On the other hand, a single image was used to validate the perfor-
mance of the model in simulating the LAI trend. Some previous studies, e.g., refs. [13,57],
have shown that it is possible to improve the performance of a crop growth model by using
an assimilation method for updating, even using a small number of images. Therefore,
the number of assimilations used in this study is sufficient to allow the application of the
proposed assimilation method.
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Table 3. List of groups of fields. Each group has the same sowing date, harvest date and number of
available LAI observations.

Group Sowing Date Harvest Date Number of LAI
Observations

A 17 April 2018 24 August 2018 6
B 27 April 2018 03 October 2018 8
C 17 April 2018 30 August 2018 6
D 12 April 2018 22 August 2018 6
E 10 June 2018 27 October 2018 6
F 10 June 2018 27 August 2018 6
G 22 May 2018 22 October 2018 7
H 22 May 2018 22 October 2018 7

2.3.5. EnKF-SAFY_swb Method Pre-Processing

As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, the majority of parameters of the model are kept
constant during the run of EnKF-SAFY_swb (Tables 4 and 5), while 5 parameters are varied
during the model runs (Table 6).

Table 4. List of model fixed parameters and their calibration values.

ID Description Value Unit Reference

Pfen_PrtA Partition-to-leaf function: parameter 1 0.279 - [14]

Pfen_PrtB Partition-to-leaf function: parameter 2 0.0022 - [14]

Pfen_SenA Sum of temperature for senescence 1100 ◦C [14]

Pfen_SenB Rate of senescence 5463
◦C
day [14]

MxRDP Maximum GDD required to reach maturity (◦C) 1660 ◦C [47]

Pgro_Ms0 Emergence Dry Mass Value 2.5 g
m2 [47]

Maize.MxDay Maximum Days from emergence to physiological maturity 175 days [47]

Maize.RunWin Window size for running average temperature 18 ◦C [47]

Maize.RunAvg Running average daily mean temperature before planting 12 ◦C [47]

Maize.RunMin Running average daily min temperature before planting 8 ◦C [47]

Maize.ErlPlant_doy Earliest planting date 91 Day of Year [47]

Maize.EmGDD GDD required from planting to emergence 80 ◦C [47]

Maize.Tmin Minimum Temperature for Plant Development (◦C 10 ◦C [47]

Maize.Topt Optimal Temperature for Plant Development (◦C) 30 ◦C [47]

Maize.Tmax Maximum Temperature for Plant Development 40 ◦C [47]

RootRatio root weight to length ratio 9800 cm/g [47]

RtGrtRate root depth growth rate 0.16 cm
deg·day [47]

MxRDP maximum root depth 120 cm [47]

Rnff runoff factor 0.2 - [58]

SALB Soil Albedo 0.18 - [49]

DrnCoeff profile drainage coefficient 6.99 cm
day [51]

MxRWU maximum root water uptake rate 0.0035 cm3[water]
cm[root]·day

[51]
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Table 5. Soil parameters, calibrated by crossing [50,51]. They were kept constant during EnKF-
SAFY_swb run.

ID Unit Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5

Layer Depth cm 10 15 25 50 50
Field Capacity (FC) cm3/cm3 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.45 0.45
Wilting Point (WP) cm3/cm3 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.29 0.29

Air Dry cm3/cm3 0.23 0.22 0.2 0.22 0.22
Saturation (Sat) cm3/cm3 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54

Table 6. List of parameters that vary in EnKF-SAFY_swb.

ID Min Max Mean Standard Deviation Description

Pgro_Lue 2.88 3.52 3.2 0.32 Effective Light use efficiency
Pgro_R2P 0.423 0.517 0.47 0.047 Global to PAR incident radiation ratio (Climatic Efficiency)
Pgro_Kex 0.45 0.55 0.5 0.05 Light interception coefficient
Pgro_Sla 0.018 0.022 0.02 0.002 Specific Leaf-Area

Pgro_P2G 0.00585 0.00715 0.0065 0.00065 Partition coefficient To Grain

The parameters of the model kept constant during the run of SAFY_swb are shown in
Tables 4 and 5. They are calibrated using information obtained in situ, from airborne data
and EO data [51] and information retrieved by literature [21,47,49,50,58]. The calibration
is intentionally generic because the idea is to test the efficiency of the EnKF-SAFY_swb
methodology in the absence of a specific calibration for each field which is generally a great
difficulty in using crop growth models.

The parameters to be changed during the execution of EnKF-SAFY_swb were chosen
based on the sensitivity analysis made by [59]. To simplify the computational process of the
algorithm, only the five parameters that most affect the model were selected to be varied.

As suggested by literature [13,45,60,61], the size N of the ensemble used in the EnKF
DA method (N corresponds to the number of simulations for each pixel) has to be big
enough to ensure the convergence of the model [46]. For this study, N was set to 200 [13].
The error of the model is considered as a percentage of the mean simulated LAI and is set
to 20% [13], as suggested by the results obtained evaluating the assimilation efficiency of
the developed methodology (Section 2.2). The error of the measurement was set at 20% as
described by [51].

3. Results
3.1. Assimilation Efficiency

The assimilation efficiency analysis studied in the “Generic Case” (Section 2.2.1) is
summarized in Figures 6 and 7. In particular, Figure 6a shows the comparison between the
LAI considered “true” with the LAI simulated by the model without using the assimilation.
The LAI considered “true” is the value of LAI obtained in the first run of the model with
the synthetic dataset and the “real” parameters (for details, see Section 2.2). The LAI
simulated is the LAI obtained in the second run of the model, using a generic calibration of
the parameters, the same synthetic data previously used to obtain the “true value”. In this
case, the RMSE (between “true” and “simulated values) is 0.70, the RRMSE is around 41%
and the coefficient of determination (R2) is 0.9. The comparison with the LAI simulated
coupling SAFY_swb with the EnKF DA method (Figure 6b) shows a clear improvement
brought about by the assimilation. The resulting RMSE is 0.48, the RRMSE is around 28%
and R2 is of 0.94.

A comparison between “true” and “simulated” value is shown also for the yield. In
Figure 6c, the “true” yield (estimated similarly to the LAI) is compared with the “yield”
simulated by SAFY_swb open loop. The RMSE is of 176.5 g·m−2, the RRMSE is estimated
around the 29% and the R2 is of 0.79. Applying the assimilation (Figure 6d), the RMSE was
distinctly reduced to 50.5 g·m−2, with an RRMSE of around 8% and an R2 of 0.98.
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Figure 6. Comparison between “true” and “simulated” variables (generated with and without
assimilation) for a synthetic dataset (generated following the procedure described in Section 2.2.
(a) Comparison and linear regression between “true” LAI and “simulated” LAI generated with-
out assimilation (using the SAFY_swb crop growth model); (b) comparison and linear regression
between “true” LAI and “simulated” LAI generated with assimilation (using the methodology
EnKF-SAFY_swb); (c) comparison and linear regression between “true” yield and “simulated” yield
generated without assimilation (SAFY_swb); (d) comparison and linear regression between “true”
yield and “simulated” yield generated with assimilation (EnKF-SAFY_swb). For each case RMSE,
relative RMSE (RRMSE) and coefficient of determination (R2) are shown.

In Figure 7, the assimilation efficiency index calculated for each combination (number
of assimilated observations and error of LAI) is shown. Each column represents a different
number of assimilated observations (indicated on the horizontal axis) while each colour
represents a different value of error on the “measurement” of LAI. As the error increases,
the assimilation efficiency decreases markedly. The increase in the number of assimilated
observations determines an improvement, albeit small and, in some cases, negligible in
terms of efficiency.

Figure 7. Assimilation efficiency index calculated with synthetic data as described in Section 2.2.
Each column represents a different number of assimilations (the value is reported on the x-axis)
while each colour represents a different error on “measured” LAI. For simplicity of calculation, AE is
valued against yield.

In Figure 8, the results of assimilation efficiency analysis for the specific case (the
characteristics of this case are detailed in Section 2.2.2) are shown. Figure shows the
comparison between the simulated LAI using EnKF-SAFY_swb and the “true” value of
LAI obtained from synthetic data. For the LAI, the RMSE is 0.50 (which corresponds to an
RRMSE of about 21%). In Figure 8B, the results for actual evapotranspiration (expressed in
mm) are shown. In this case, the RRMSE is of around 18%. In Figure 8C, the comparison
between the simulated biomass using EnKF-SAFY_swb and the “true” biomass obtained
from synthetic data is shown. For the biomass, the RRMSE turned out to be around of
16%. Finally, in Figure 8D, the effect of assimilation on yield estimation is presented. This
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analysis shows that the EnKF assimilation method combined with the SAFY_swb model is
able to estimate (for a synthetic dataset) the yield with an error of about 11%.

Figure 8. Comparison of “true” and “simulated” variable obtained using the EnKF-SAFY_swb data
assimilation method for a synthetic dataset (6 assimilated observations). A set of 5000 simulations
is used. For each variable RMSE, relative RMSE and R2 are shown. In detail: (A) comparison and
linear regression between “true” and “simulated” LAI; (B) comparison and linear regression between
“true” and “simulated” actual evapotranspiration; (C) comparison and linear regression between
“true” and “simulated” biomass (expressed in g

m2 ); (D) comparison and linear regression between
“true” and “simulated” yield (expressed in g

m2 ).

In the specific case, the AE index (as described in Section 2.2) was calculated with
respect to yield and actual ET (AET). The AE with respect to yield was estimated at around
63%. This value is consistent with the result achieved in the generic case when the error on
LAI was 20%, and the number of assimilations was set to 5. The AE with respect to AET
was estimated at around 67%.

3.2. Grosseto Case Study (Central Italy)

To evaluate the agreement between the latent heat flux measurements acquired in
situ from Eddy Covariance measurements (Section 2.3.1) and the estimates derived by
combining the airborne data recorded by TASI and HyPlant (Section 2.3.2), data acquired on
the same date (days of year 199th and 201st) have been compared (Figure 9). A polynomial
regression of 6th degree was calculated for the EC data. Then, the values of the polynomial
regression at the time of airborne data acquisition were compared with the LE estimated
from the airborne data. The resulting overall (for both dates) RMSE was 20.06 W

m2 and the
RRMSE had a value of about 9%.

Figure 9. Comparison of latent heat flux (LEi) measured with Eddy Covariance (circle) and calculated from airborne data
(triangle), for the 199th (a) and 201st DOY (b). The line represents a polynomial regression function (6 degree) fitted through
the LEi measurements from the EC station.
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Starting from the LEi measured in situ and the LE estimated from airborne data,
the daily AET was calculated as described in Section 2.3.3 and compared with the AET
simulated by EnKF-SAFY_swb (Figure 10). The measurements estimated from airborne
data were available only in two dates, i.e., not enough for an accurate representation of
the temporal trend of AET. In fact, these data were used for a spatial representation of the
AET (which is not possible with the EC measurements). In Figure 10, the airborne data
were plotted only to have a qualitative comparison. The RMSE between the daily actual
evapotranspiration observed in situ from EC and that one simulated by ENKF-SAFY_swb
is of 0.8 mm, the RRMSE is around 27% and the coefficient of determination is of 0.46.

Figure 10. Comparison between dailyactual evapotranspiration (AET) measured with EC (circles),
calculated from airborne data (triangles) and simulated with EnKF-SAFY_swb (continuous line).

Subsequently, the method EnKF-SAFY_SWB was applied to generate AET maps for
the 199th and 201st day of the year. Those maps were subsequently compared with the AET
maps obtained from the airborne data. Figure 11 shows the scatter plot of the comparison of
both maps. In this case, the RMSE is 0.55 mm, the RRMSE is around 27% and the coefficient
of determination (R2) is 0.76.

In Figure 11, a clear 2 clusters separation can be noted. This is the result of differences
in fractional cover between the fields forming the various groups (for those dates) as it can
be deducted from the differences in S2 derived LAI (Figure 5) from the DOY 200 (19th of
July). This shows the model’s capability to estimate AET sufficiently reliable for various
vegetation fractional covers.

Figure 11. Comparison between AET calculated using airborne data (horizontal axis) and simulated
using EnKF-SAFYswb (vertical axis), for the day of year (DOY) 199 (diamonds) and 201 (circles). The
dashed line is the 1:1 simulated vs. the observed line.
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In Table 7, the RMSE and RRMSE of each group of fields are shown. The RRMSE
varies between a minimum of 20% to a maximum of 43%.

Table 7. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Relative RMSE (RRMSE) calculated for each group of fields (as defined
in Section 2.3.1) comparing the actual evapotranspiration (AET) calculated from airborne data (both images) and AET
simulated by EnKF-SAFY_swb.

AET

Group A Group B Group C Group D Group E Group F Group G Group H

RMSE 0.57 0.59 0.62 0.68 0.16 0.24 0.86 0.91
RRMSE 0.20 0.24 0.21 0.23 0.17 0.21 0.43 0.42

By comparing the daily AET maps obtained from airborne data (upper part of
Figure 12) with those simulated by the EnKF-SAFY_swb method (lower part of Figure 12),
it can be seen that the simulations tend to be underestimated, especially in the pivot zones
classified as Group G and Group H (lower right of the pivot).

Figure 12. (a) Map of daily Actual ET (mm) for the DOY 199 estimated using airborne data. (b) map
of Actual ET (in mm) for the DOY 201 estimated using airborne data; (c) map of Actual ET for the
DOY 199simulated using EnKF-SAFY_swb; (d) map of Actual ET for the DOY 201simulated using
EnKF-SAFY_swb.

This underestimation effect is even clearer when looking at the histograms of the ET
calculated from airborne data and that estimated with EnKF-SAFY_swb (Figure 13). In
fact, comparing the bins of the two histograms, it is possible to note that for the images
simulated by EnKF-SAFY_swb. The bins of the points between 0.7 and 0.9 mm are double
the corresponding bins of the images elaborated from airborne data, while the bins between
1.5 and 2 mm are almost zero in the case of data simulated by the model. Furthermore, the
point peak between 2.7 and 3 mm in the case of the elaborations made by airborne data is
shifted to the interval 2–2.5 mm in the case of the ET simulated by EnKF-SAFY_swb.
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Figure 13. (a) Histogram of daily ET (expressed in mm) calculated from airborne data; (b) histogram
of daily ET (expressed in mm) simulated by EnKF-SAFY_swb.

We also validated the LAI simulations generated with EnKF-SAFY_swb. In this case,
the observed data were estimated from Sentinel-2 data. In Figure 14, the comparison for
each group is shown, while Table 8 provides the corresponding RMSE and RRMSE values.

Figure 14. Comparison and linear regression between LAI estimated from Sentinel-2 data (horizontal
axes) and LAI simulated by EnKF-SAFY_swb (vertical axis) for each group of fields (as classified in
Section 2.3.1, each letter corresponds to a group of fields). (A) Group A; (B) Group B; (C) Group C;
(D) Group D; (E) Group E; (F) Group F; (G) Group G; (H) Group H.

Table 8. Root Square Mean Error (RMSE) and Relative RMSE (RRMSE) calculated for each group of fields (as defined in
Section 2.3.1) comparing the Leaf Area Index (LAI) calculated from Sentinel-2 data and LAI simulated by EnKF-SAFY_swb.

LAI

Group A Group B Group C Group D Group E Group F Group G Group H

RMSE 0.25 0.28 0.18 0.08 0.29 0.30 0.26 0.27
RRMSE 0.83 0.20 0.73 0.29 0.15 0.13 0.26 0.18

The LAI simulated with EnKF-SAFY and estimated by Sentinel-2 data for the entire
area covered by the studied fieldswere compared in Figure 15, obtaining an RMSE of 0.27,
an RRMSE of around 18% and a R2 of 0.9.
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Figure 15. Comparison and linear regression between LAI estimated from Sentinel-2 data (horizontal
axes, denominated as obs) and LAI simulated by EnKF-SAFY_swb (vertical axis, denominated as
sim) for the whole area of study.

4. Discussion

One of the aims of this paper was to study the validity of the proposed DA method
based on the EnKF coupled with the new model SAFY_swb. More specifically, we aimed
at evaluating if the EnKF-SAFY_swb method would be more effective than the simple
SAFY_swb model in simulating the crop growth. Furthermore, we wanted to understand
how much the assimilation efficiency depends on the number of assimilations and on the
error on the variable to be assimilated.

The “general case” (Section 2.2.1) was useful in defining the relationship between
the number of assimilations and the efficiency of the method, and it also made it possible
to establish the LAI error limit value for which the use of this assimilation method is
convenient. For this case, the AE is evaluated only with respect to yield, since it is the
variable of greatest interest in a crop growth model. The “specific case” (Section 2.2.2), on
the other hand, made it possible to quantify in a more decisive way (allows to use a large
number of input scenarios) the usefulness of using the EnKF assimilation method with the
SAFY_swb model.

The results of the AE analysis for the “general case” highlight that the use of the EnKF
DA method on SAFY_swb led to an improvement in accuracy both in estimating LAI
and yield (Figure 6). Particularly surprising is the reduction in RMSE for yield, which is
estimated using the EnKF. RMSE distinctly decreased from 176.5 g

m2 to 50.5 g
m2 . This result,

although encouraging, cannot be considered fully reliable, as the dataset is generated with
a small number of “true” cases. The number of scenarios considered is not sufficient to
unequivocally define the AE of the EnKF-SAFY_swb method.

The analysis for the general case is, on the other hand, very useful to quantify the
influence of the number of observations to be assimilated and of the acceptable error of the
observed variable (i.e., the LAI) on the AE of the method. From this analysis, it resulted in
the fact that the error on the LAI measurements greatly influences the AE (Figure 7). In
particular, the use of the assimilation method is very suitable for LAI errors between 0.05
and 0.1, suitable for estimation errors on the LAI of 0.15, sufficiently suitable for errors
between 0.2 and 0.25. For measurement errors exceeding 0.25, the assimilation method,
compared to the use of the simple model, is no longer beneficial. It is therefore possible to
establish an estimation error in LAI of 0.25 as a threshold value obtaining better results
when using the DA technique. The number of assimilated observations, therefore, does not
significantly affect the AE, especially for low LAI errors. The influence of the LAI starts to
become relevant for errors higher than 0.2. In the case of LAI estimations from Sentinel-2
data, the error on the LAI is around 0.2, and thus the use of EnKF-SAFY_swb has proven to
be useful to improve the crop variable estimations. The AE relative to the yield evaluated
for five assimilation dates and for an LAI error of 0.2 (i.e., a case similar to the “specific
case” and to the real case study) is slightly above 60%.
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Once the estimation error limit of the LAI and the minimum number of assimilations
had been established, it was possible to analyse the assimilation efficiency of the EnKF-
SAFY_swb method. The database generated in the specific case adopted a number of
assimilated observations and error on LAI observations similar to those found in the case
study. In this way, it was possible to generate a dataset large enough to rigorously establish
the assimilation efficiency of the proposed method. In this case, the comparisons between
“true” and “simulated” variables were shown not only for LAI and production but also
for biomass and actual evapotranspiration (Figure 8). Both parameters give an idea of the
model’s potential (useful to inspire future studies) and, in the real case analysed, the focus
was mainly on the estimation of AET. This is why the AE was calculated both for yield
and AET.

The error on the yield is slightly higher than in the general case, albeit with a value
that justifies the use of the assimilation method. We can therefore state that, for a number of
assimilated observations higher than 5 and an LAI error lower than 0.2, the yield estimation
error is at least 11% (value obtained using a synthetic dataset), and the AE with respect
to the yield of using the EnKF-SAFY_swb method is estimated at around 63%. This value
agrees with the value of AE evaluated in the “general case” for five assimilated observations
and an LAI error of 0.2.

For the AET, the estimation error (RMSE) is about 0.23 mm (equal to the 18% of the
average measurement). In this case, the AE is approximately 67%, a value that indicates
how sufficiently useful it is to increase the estimates made by the SAFY_swb crop growth
model with the EnKF assimilation method. It should be noted that this cannot be considered
a proper validation, but it is rather the step prior to a use “on-the-field”. On the one hand,
it proves the correctness of the theoretical principles on which the method is based on (and
its correct application). On the other hand, it provides a reference system that any “real”
case study can be compared with.

The validation of the assimilation method based on the Kalman Filter Ensemble
applied to the SAFY_swb crop growth model proposed in this study was applied to a data
set recorded in central Italy in 2018 (case study, Section 2.3).

We extrapolated from the images acquired via airborne the points corresponding to
the geographical position of the EC footprint. We compared the daily trend of LEi in the
days of acquisition via airborne in the interval of time in which the flight took place. This
is a purely qualitative comparison because of the relatively small data set. This comparison
(Figure 9) shows that there is correspondence between the data with an average error of 9%
(between the airborne and the EC measurements). In this specific case, we are interested
in analysing the ET, which, according to the method suggested by [55] and described in
Section 2.3.3, is calculated using a single measure of daily LEi. The comparison in Figure 9
therefore allowed to select the time in which the estimation of LEi derived from the airborne
data is closer to the maximum of the polynomial regression function calculated from the
LEi estimations measured by the EC sensor.

Concerning the validation of the method’s ability to simulate the ET trend, the com-
parison with the data measured in situ shows a low correspondence (a R2 of around 0.46
and an RRMSE of around 27%), especially in the period between the days 195th (14 July)
and 207th (5 August) (Figure 10).This error could be attributed to the inaccuracy of the
climatic input data. The weather station was not exactly located in the study area, but a few
kilometres south of it. For a field-scale study, this distance can introduce a non-negligible
error. Another reason could be an incorrect calibration of the parameters of the SAFY_swb
model, and further experiments are needed to confirm or disprove these hypotheses.

Regarding the application of the EnKF-SAFY_swb method for the simulation of daily
ET maps for a predetermined date, the validation showed a fair correspondence. The
relative RMSE between the ET processing obtained from the airborne data and the ET
simulated by the model is approximately 27%. Considering that the error on the initial LAI
was set at 20%, the relative RMSE obtained can be considered a satisfactory result. However,
it highlights that the assimilation of remotely sensed data brings an improvement to the
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model. Analysing the individual groups of fields in detail, it is noted that the RRMSE is
around 20% for six groups out of eight and around 40% for the remaining 2. Both groups of
fields with a relatively high RRMSE are part of the pivot, the area for which a malfunction
of the irrigation system was reported (preventing the precise knowledge of the quantity of
water administered). This drawback has forced approximations on some input parameters
considered fixed during the assimilation (such as the amount of water used for irrigation),
which could be partly caused due to errors on the initial calibration of the parameters. This
is very evident by observing the daily ET maps proposed in Figure 12. The histograms of
those images (Figure 13) highlight a difficulty of the method in simulating the variations
of ET, tending to assume the most frequent values. They also confirm a tendency of the
model to underestimate the ET, particularly in some fields within the pivot.

However, even if the expectations given by the results obtained using the syn-
thetic dataset (an RRMSE of about 18%) were higher, the results obtained from real
data are sufficiently valid, even if they leave many possibilities for improvement of the
proposed methodology.

For the sake of completeness, a validation was also carried out on the LAI, using as
reference measures the LAI values processed starting from Sentinel-2 data, not used in
assimilation. It was decided to always use the latest available date of the crop cycle of
each group of fields. Analysing the RRMSE group-by-group (Figure 14 and Table 8), the
method is very accurate in 6 out of 8 cases and not valid in the remaining 2. Both groups
of fields for which the RRMSE is very high have LAI values on average lower than 1, and
this suggests a difficulty of the methodology in simulating the LAI for low values in the
final phase of the cultural cycle. The absolute RMSE in fact is not discordant with that of
the other fields; the relative one, however, referring to small values of LAI, is very high.
Analysing instead the entire area covered by the studied fields, the results are consistent
with what was found using synthetic data.

Analysing the literature, some common problems emerged in the synergistic use of
EO data with crop models through DA methods. The problem of parameter calibration was
solved with in situ measurements, in order to reduce the number of parameters with high
uncertainty to 5 (parameters varied in the application of the DA method). This solution is
not optimal for the use of low cost and low environmental impact methods; it is therefore
necessary to implement tools capable of acquiring data remotely. The difficulty in having
high spatial resolution and high temporal frequency for the method validation data has
been circumvented by using synthetic datasets. This is a preliminary check, to be confirmed
by field applications, but, in any case, allows highlighting the strengths and weaknesses
of the methodology, thus suggesting possible improvements. The choice of two synthetic
datasets (above defined as “general case” and “specific case”) was necessary to solve the
problem of too high computation time (already found in other previous studies, such
as [13,62,63]). Dividing it into two steps, the processing times were reduced and an analysis
on some EnKF DA typical parameters was also provided: the number of assimilations
and the threshold error on the assimilated data. In the real case, however, the problem of
having high spatial resolution data for validation was addressed using images acquired
from aircraft, while daily (punctual) data were used to solve the problem related to the
high temporal frequency. This strategy allows for a preliminary validation with real data,
which further confirm the benefits that satellite missions such as LSTM, which aims to
provide high-resolution, high-frequency ET maps.

5. Conclusions

The method proposed in this study, which uses the LAI retrieved from Sentinel-2 data
with a modified version of SAFY that considers the soil water balance as an input, through
a DA method based on the EnKF, sought to address some of the most common problems
found in the literature. We studied the problem both from a spatial and temporal point of
view. It is part of the scientific field of DA methods for a synergistic use of EO data with
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crop growth model that uses a filtering approach, according to the classification proposed
by [2].

The study aims to propose a methodology that allows future practical applications at
field scale, thus providing information that in addition to detailing the growth of crops is
also useful to optimize water resources. Precisely for this reason, we have chosen to use
a model such as SAFY_swb, capable of simulating the evolution of ET over time and its
implications for the development of the crop.

The main limitations of this study are:

- Few acquisitions of satellite images from which to obtain the LAI for the updating of
the model.

- Few images acquired via airborne for validation
- Single Eddy Covariance tower on the ground
- Lack of an active in situ weather station for the entire crop cycle.

The proposed methodology was developed considering these limitations and trying,
as far as possible, to reduce their effects on the results.

In conclusion, it can be stated that the EnKF-based DA method has been shown to be
valid for the SAFY_swb crop growth model, confirming good results in the simulation of
biomass and yield (to be validated also in real cases) and equally good ability in monitoring
LAI and ET. The first can be improved by increasing the number of assimilations, the
second, albeit valid in providing an overall trend of the data, to be improved especially
in the accuracy of the daily data. In addition, the model has proven to address ET’s daily
requirements by efficiently assimilating the EO data.

A good calibration continues to be essential to use crop models, which cannot always
be solved efficiently with in situ measurements. It has further been shown, through the use
of synthetic data, that the lack of good calibration could be partially avoided by increasing
the number of assimilations. However, results improved in a much more significant way
by increasing the accuracy of the assimilated variable. The studies conducted so far suggest
that assimilating multiple variables simultaneously (with the highest temporal frequency
and spatial resolution possible) could further compensate for the impossibility of calibrating
the parameters that can be measured mainly in situ. Another possible improvement for
future studies would be the use of specific meteorological data recorded in a study site, so
that the elaborated maps can further consider the variability on the area under study.
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